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A language L 1 is said to be fbt-translatable to a language L2 if there exists 
a functional binary transduction f such that L 1 _C domain (f),f(L1) C_L2 and 
f(L1) _CL2. L1 ,L2 are said to be fbt-equivalent if each of them is fbt-trans- 
latable to the other. The fbt-translatability relation is naturally extended to a 
partial ordering in the set of all fbt-equivalence lasses. 
The main results are: (1) There is no least fbt-equivalence lass in the set 
of all fbt-equivalence lasses of nonregular context-free languages; (2) The 
fbt-translatability relation in the set of all fbt-equivalence lasses of context- 
free languages i not a lattice. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to study structural complexity of formal anguages, we introduced 
the notions of the fbt-translatability relation and the fbt-equivalence r lation 
between formal languages (Kobayashi, 1969). A language L I is said to be 
fbt-translatable to another language L o if there exists a functional binary 
transduction (Elgot and Mezei, 1965)f such that (1)L I C domain (f), (2) 
f(L1) C_L2, (3)f(L1) _CL 2 . Two languagesL 1 ,Lz are said to be fbt-equivalent 
if each of them is fbt-translatable to the other. The class of functional binary 
transductions seems to be the largest among the classes of transformations 
that are defined by (possibly nondeterministic) finite state machines (in 
a possibly implicit way). Hence we may regard an fbt-equivalence lass as 
abstracting one structural feature of formal anguages that remains unchanged 
under these transformations. The fbt-translatability relation is naturally 
defined between fbt-equivalence classes and gives one means to compare 
complexities of these structural features of formal languages that have been 
thus abstracted as fbt-equivalence lasses. 
In the previous paper (Kobayashi, 1969), we considered the set of all 
fbt-equivalence classes of context-free languages and showed that the set 
contains a subset hat is considerably complex with respect o the fbt-trans- 
latability relation. In the present paper we continue to investigate this set 
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and show that (1) there is no least fbt-equivalence class in the set of all 
fbt-equivalence classes of nonregular context-free languages (Corollary 3), 
(2) the fbt-translatability relation in the set of all fbt-equivalence classes of 
context-free languages i not a lattice (Corollary 4). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Z be a fixed denumerably infinite set. An element of Z is called a letter. 
Let Z* denote the set of all finite sequences of elements in Z including 
the empty sequence . An element of Z* is called a word. A nonempty finite 
subset of Z is called an alphabet. For an alphabet Z1 , let Zl* denote the set 
of all words containing no letter in Z -- 271 • A subset L of 2J* is called 
a language if there exists an alphabet 271 such that L _C Zl*. A subset R of 
27* × 27* is called a word relation if there exist alphabets 271 , Z 2 such that 
R C ZI* × 272*. For a word relation R, let R -1 denote the word relation 
{(v, u) I (u, v) in R}. Let domain (R), range (R) denote the sets {u [ there exists 
v such that (u, v) is in R}, {v ] there exists u such that (u, v) is in R}, respec- 
tively. A word relationf is called a partial word function if, for every u, there 
exists at most one v such that (u, v) is in f. For a partial word function f
and u in domain (f), let f (u)  denote the uniquely determined v such that 
(u, v) is in f. 
A generalized 2-input nondeterministic finite automaton (abbreviated 
generalized 2NDFA)  is a 6-tuple A = (S, 271,272,8, So, F), where 
(1) S is a nonempty finite set (of states), 
(2) 271, Z2 are alphabets (of inputs and outputs, respectively), 
(3) 3 is a finite set of elements of the form (s, M,  N,s'), where s, s' 
are in S and M, N are regular subsets of ZI* , Z2* , respectively (the set of 
transitions), 
(4) s o is an element of S (the initial state), 
(5) F is a subset of S (the set of accepting states). 
A nonempty finite sequence of elements of ~ of the form 
(Sjo , 2]/11, N1, Sh)(sh , M2 , N2 , sj2) ... (sj~_l , M ,  , N~ , s~) 
is called a path of A from sjo to sj~ (n ~> 1). Each word u in M1M ~ ." Mn 
is called an input word of the path and each word v in NIN 2 ". N n is called 
an output word of the path. The word relation ((u, v) ] there is a path from s o 
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to a state inF  such that u is an input word and v is an output word of the path} 
is called the word relation defined by A and is denoted by R(A). A generalized 
2NDFA A = (S, Z 1 , 272,8, So, F) is called a 2-input nondeterministic f nite 
automaton (abbreviated 2NDFA) if each element of 8 is of the form 
(s, {u}, {v}, s') with u in 271", v in 272*. It is easily shown that a word relation 
is defined by a generalized 2NDFA if and only if it is defined by a 2NDFA 
(Elgot and Mezei, 1965). A word relation is called a binary transduction if it is 
defined by a 2NDFA. A binary transduction that is a partial word function 
is called a functional binary transduction. 
Let L 1 , L~ be languages. L 1 is said to be fbt-translatable to L 2 via a functional 
binary transduction f (abbreviated L 1 ~<fb, L2 (via f ) )  if (1) L 1 _C domain (f), 
(2) for each u in L, ,  f(u) is in L2, (3) for each u in 27* -- L , ,  if it is in domain 
(f), then f(u) is in 27" -- L~. L 1 is said to be fbt-translatable to L~ (abbre- 
viated L 1 ~<fbt L2) if there exists a functional binary transduction f such that 
L, ~<fbt L2 (via f ) .  L 1 is said to be fbt-equivalent toL2 (abbreviated L 1 ~fbt L2) 
if L,  ~fbtL  2 and L 2 ~fbtL  1 . We write L, %fbtL  2 if L 1 ~fbtn2 but not 
L 2 ~<fbtL 1 . The fbt-equivalence is in fact an equivalence relation. An fbt- 
equivalence class (i.e., the set of all languages that are fbt-equivalent to one 
specific language) is called an fbt-degree. Let 7, ,  72 be fbt-degrees andL 1 , L 2 
be languages in Y,, 7~, respectively. 71 is said to be fbt-translatable to 7~ and 
we write 71 ~fbt  72 if L* ~fbtL2  • We write 71 <rbt 72 if L1 <fbtL2  • These 
definitions do not depend on the specific choice of L 1 , L 2 . The fbt-trans- 
latability relation is a partial ordering in the set of all fbt-degrees. Let 
be a class of languages. An fbt-degree 7 is said to be an fbt-degree of ~ if 
7 contains at least one language of ~,q~. For the motivation of the definition 
of the fbt-translatability relation, see Kobayashi (1969). 
Now we give three theorems that are used in the following sections. 
THEOREM 1. L1 <~fbt L2 if and only if there exists a regular set M such 
that L I =--fb, L2 n M. 
Proof. Suppose L 1 ~<fbtL 2 (via f ) ,  where f is a functional binary trans- 
duction. Let M = range(f) .  Evidently, M is a regular set and 
L 1 ~<fbtL 2 n M (via f ) .  Although the word relationf , is a binary transduc- 
tion, it may not be a functional binary transduction. But Theorem 3 in 
Kobayashi (1969) shows that there exists a functional binary transductionf '  
such that f '  _Cf -1 and domain ( f ' )  = domain (f- l) .  Then L 2 (3 M ~<fbt L, 
(viaf ') .  Hence L 1 ~fbtL  2 ~ M. 
Conversely, suppose M is a regular set such that L 1 ~fbt Lz c~ M. Let f be 
the functional binary transduction {(u, u) l u is in M}. Then L 2 n M <~fbtL 2 
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(via f). Hence L 1 ~fbtL  2 n M ~fbtL 2 . By the transitivity of the fbt-trans- 
latability, we have L 1 ~fbtL~ • Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Let L1, L~ ,..., L,~ be languages. L1, L 2 ,..., are said to be regularly separable 
if there exist mutually disjoint regular sets M 1 , M~ ,..., ~I  m such thatLi _C M, 
for each i (1 ~ i ~ m). 
The following theorem is useful in determining or estimating the fbt-degree 
of a given language. 
THEOREM 2. Let L 1 , L 2 ,..., Lm , LI '  , L2',... , L~' be languages uch that (1) 
L 1 ,..., L~ are regularly separable, (2) LI', .... L~' are regularly separable, (3) 
for each i(1 ~ i ~ m) there exists j(1 ~j  ~ n) such that L i ~ futL / .  Then 
L 1 L) ." uL~ ~fb ,  L 1' • "" uL~' .  
Proof. Let M 1 ,..., M~ be mutually disjoint regular sets such that 
L i _C M/ for each i(1 ~ i ~ m) and let MI',.. . ,  M~' be mutually disjoint 
regular sets such thatL/_C M/ fo r  each j(1 ~ j ~ n). For each i(1 ~ i ~ m), 
let j/ be an integer and let f/ be a functional binary transduction such 
, that L i -~fbtLj~ (via f/). Let f be the functional binary transduction 
(31<,<~ (f~ ~ M/ × M~). Then, L 1 L) "" L) L m ~fbtL l '  L) "'" U Ln' (via f ) .  
COROLLARY 1. Let L 1 ,..., L i  ..... L: ,..., Lm be regularly separable and 
L~ ~fbtL j .  Then 
L 1 o ... LJ L,  u ... L)L~ L) ... L )L  m 
_~fb, L 1 L) ... L)Li_ 1 L)L~+ 1 L) -" L)Lj ~) .-. L)L m . 
COROLLARY 2. Let L 1 .... , L i ,..., L~ be regularly separable, L 1 ,..., L i -1 ,  
L,' ,  Li+ 1 ,..., L , ,  be regularly separable and L i ~-fbtLi'. Then 
L 1 (A ... L )L  i U "" U L~ 
~fbtL  1 t_) "" t_J Li_ 1 t.d L i' t.J Li+ 1 t.) "'" t.) L m . 
Let N denote the set of all nonnegative integers. Let a : (x I ,..., x n , 
Yo, Yl ,..., Yn) be a sequence of 2n + 1 words (n ~ 1). For each h >/0, 
let o~ (h) denote (Xl~,..., xn ~, Yo,  Yl ,..., Yn). (For a word u and t > 0, u t denotes 
the word obtained by concatenating u t times, u ° denotes ~.) For a language L, 
let L/c¢ denote the set of n-tuples of nonnegative integers 
{(Pi ,-", Pn) [ (Pl ,'", P~) in N n, yoxl~Yi ''' x~yn in L}. 
THEOREM 3. I f  L z ~fbt Lz and c~ is a sequence of 2n + 1 words such that 
for each h > 0 
L~lo~ 0') (~ (N --  {0})" ~ s~, 
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then there exist h o > 0 and a sequence 13 of 2n + 1 words such that 
L i /~  (ho) - -  (1, 1,..., 1) = L2/[3, 
whereL1/c~(ho)- (1, 1 .... ,1)denotes{(pl -  1,p2-  1 , . . . ,p~-  1)[ (pl ,P2 ,-.., P,) 
in LI! a(ho) n (N --  {0})~}. 
Proof. Let a 1 ,..., a~ be n different letters, % be the sequence of 2n + 1 
words (a 1 ,..., a~, ~, E ..... c). LetLo be the language 
{a;'  -" a~" I (Pl ..... Pn) in L,/a n (N  - -  {0})"}. 
ThenL  0 ~fbtL  1 ~fbtL  z and for each h > 0, 
ro/a~ '0 = La/a ('~) n (N --  {0})". 
Let A ~- (S, 271, Z'z, 3, So, F) be a generalized 2NDFA such that R(A) is 
a functional binary transduction and L 0 ~fbt Lz (via R(A)). We may suppose 
that e is not in domain (R(A)) because ¢ is not in L 0 . Therefore, we may 
suppose that each element of ~ is of the form (s, {a}, N, s'), where s, s' are 
in S, a is in 271 and N is a nonempty regular subset of Z'~*. 
For each s, s' in S and a~(1 ~ i ~ n), let P(s, a~, s') be the set of all paths 
from s to s' of which a word of the form a~t(t >/1) is an input word. I f  we 
regard 3 as an alphabet, the set P(s, ai,  s') is a regular subset of 3*. Let 
D(s, ai,  s') be the set of lengths of paths in P(s, a~, s'). D(s, ai,  s') is an 
ultimately periodic set. When D(s, a~ , s') is infinite, let d(s, a~ , s'), e(s, a~ , s') 
be two arbitrary positive integers uch that, for each d >/d(s, ai,  s'), d is in 
D(s, a~ , s') if and only if d r e(s, a, , s') is in D(s, a~ , s'). 
Let g' be an arbitrary positive integer such that, if D(s, a i , s') is finite for 
each s, s' in S and ai(1 ~ i ~ n), then any length in D(s, a~, s') is less than g'. 
Let g be the positive integer g' I~ d(s, a, ,  s') e(s, a~, s'), where the multiplica- 
tion I~ ranges over all s, s' in S and a,(1 ~ i ~ n) such that D(s, ai,  s') is 
infinite. 
By the assumption Lo/~(o g) = L1/o~(g) ~ (N -- {0}) n @ ~.  Let (r 1 ,..., r~) 
be an element of Lo/~(o g) . a~ g "" a~ "g is in L 0 and consequently in domain 
(R(A)). Hence there exist states 6.0, sa~ ,..., s~, such that 60 = s o , 6,  is in F, 
and for each i(1 ~ i ~ n) rig is in D(6,_~, a, ,  sj). From the definition of g' 
and the inequality rig >/g', D(sj,_~, ai,  sj,) must be infinite. Then prig must 
be in D(s3,_a , a~, 6 )  for each p ~ 1 because (1) prig = r~g + (p -- 1) r,g, 
(2) r,g ~ d(sj,_~, a, ,  6,), (3) r,g is in D(6,_x, a, ,  6,), (4) (p - -  1) r,g is 
divisible by e(s~_~, a,,  s3). In other words, for each p /> 1 the regular set 
P(sj,_~, ai,  6 )  contains a path whose length is a positive multiple of p. 
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Hence, by Lemma 1 in Kobayashi (1969), there is a path W~lWi2Wi3 in 
P(sq_ l ,  a , ,  sj,) such that Iw~l /+ [wi3] = lw,~[  >0 and waw,2wia is 
a path in P(sj,_~, a , ,  s~,) for each p >/0. Let v'~, v'~2, v'~a be output words of 
the paths w,l  , wi2,  w~a, respectively, and h 0 ~- ] w12 [ • [ w2~ ] "- ] w~2 ] (>0),  
, .'ho/IW.ot-L' For each Pi  > O, v i i  = COil, CO~2 = v'i~°/l'°~!, v ,3 = ~,~ "° ~i3 .  
waw~*ho/l%21-1wi~ is a path in P(sa~_~, a i , SJi ). ai t is an input word of this path, 
where 
t ~- I Wi l ]  ~- (pzho/] wz2 ] - -  1) • [ w ,  2 %- I w*a I = Pf lo ,  
and 
V',lV'~*h°/Iwz21--1V'.z2 z3 = VzlV~2-1Via 
is an output word of the path. Hence, for each (Pl ,..., P~) in (N --  (0})', 
there is a path of A from the initial state s o = SJo to a state s3- ~ in F of which 
a~lho 2Onh " " Pl--1 p,--1 • .. an o 1s an input word and VnV12 via ""VnlWn2 Vn3 is an output 
word. In other words, for each (Pl .... , p,~) in (N -  {0}) ~, (a~ lho "'" a~d*o, 
~°1-- 1 . . ,  wPn--1 . \ 11CO12 CO13 "" Vnl n2 "¢Jn3) is  in  R(A). Let fi = (7312 . . . . .  Vn2 , Vl l  , 
7)137)21 , " ' ,  COn--I.3CO~I , COn3)" Then 
L1/c~ (h°) - -  (1, 1 .... , 1) 
. (h o) Lo/% -- (1, 1,..., 1) 
= {(p~ - -  1 , . . . ,p~ - -  1) [(P~ , . . . , P~)  in  (N  - -  {0}) ~, 
a~ d'° "'' a~ ~h° in L0} 
= ((pa -- 1,...,p~ -- 1)I (p~ ,...,P~) in (N --(0})% 
CO q~l--I 11~12 COl3 "'" COnlcon~2 lvn3 in L2} 
~-  {(q l  . . . . .  qn) ] (q l  , . . . ,  qn) i n  N% 
COqlql v n 12~13 ""v lvq~va inL2} 
= G/~.  
This completes the proof. 
2. ~/[INIMAL fbt-DEGREES IN THE fbt-DEGREES OF NONREGULAR CFL's 
In Kobayashi (1969), we have shown that the fbt-degree y~ consisting 
of the empty set only is the least fbt-degree in all fbt-degrees, and that the 
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fbt-degree 7reg consisting of all nonempty regular sets is the least fbt-degree 
in the fbt-degrees of nonempty languages. These results naturally give rise 
to the following problem: Is there a least fbt-degree in the set of all fbt-degrees 
of nonregular context-free languages ? In other words, is there a nonregular 
context-free languageL 0 that is structurally so simple thatL 0 is fbt-translatable 
to any nonregular context-free language ? In the following theorem we solve 
this problem negatively by showing that there are denumerably infinite 
minimal fbt-degrees in the fbt-degrees of nonregular context-free languages. 
THEOREM 4. There are denumerably infinite fbt-degrees 71, 7.2 .... of 
nonregular context-free languages uch that, for each 7 and 1 ~ i, if 7 < 71, 
then either 7 = 7 ~ or 7 = )'reg , where y ~ is the fbt-degree consisting of the 
empty set only and 7reg is the fbt-degree consisting of all nonempty regular sets. 
Proof. For each integer k~/2  letL  k = {aPb q i O ~ p ~ q ~ kp}, where 
a, b are two different letters, and let 7~-1 be the fbt-degree ofL  k . Evidently, 
7k-1 is an fbt-degree of nonregular context-free languages. 
First we show that if k 5/- k' then neither L k ~fbtL  k, nor L k, ~fbtL  k . 
Suppose that k 7(= k' andL~ .~fbtL k, . Let c~ = (a, b, ¢, e, e). For any h > 0, 
Lk/~ (h, = r(p, q) lO~hp<~hq<~khp}={(p ,  q) ] O <~ p <~ q <~ kp} and 
Lk/a o') (5 (N - -  {0}) 2=?~ ~.  By Theorem 3, there exist h 0 > 0 and 
fl = (xl, x2, Y0, Y~, Y2) such that Lk/a(h0 ) -- (1, 1) =Lk'/fi. But 
L~/. (ho) - -  (1, l )  = {(p - -  l ,  q - -  1) I 0 < p,  0 < q, 0 ~< p ~ q ~< kp} 
= {(p, q) I o <~ p <~ q <~ kp + (k - 1)}. 
Hence we have the following equation: 
{(p, q) [ o ~< p ~ q ~< kp + (k - 1)} 
= {(P, q) 10 <~ P, 0 <~ q, yox~Pyrvfy2 in Lk,}. 
A minute observation shows that this is possible if and only if (1) k = k', 
(2) there exist d > 0, e I ~ 0, e 2 ~ 0 such that --1 < (e~ -- e2)/d <~ 0, 
k -- 1 <~ (elk -- e2)/d < k and yoxl~yxx2qy2 -- aa'+~b aq+~2 for each p >/0, 
q >~ 0. This contradicts the assumption k@ k'. Hence L k ~fbtL~, is 
impossible. Similarly, Lk" -~fbt Ltc is impossible. This implies that ~'1,7z ,-.. 
are in fact different fbt-degrees. 
Next we show that, for each k >~ 2, if M is a regular set then M (3 L~ is 
the union of some regularly separable sets W1, W2 ..... W~(m >~ 1) such 
that for each i(I ~ i ~< m) either W~ is regular or Lk ~fbt Wi. Let M be 
an arbitrary regular set and let _// = (S, Z 1 , s o , ~, F) be a finite automation 
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accepting M, where S is the set of states, X 1 is the alphabet of 
inputs, s o is the initial state, 3 is the transition function from S × l 1 into 
S andF (_CS) is the set of accepting states. 3 is naturally extended to a function 
from S × 271" to S by ~(s, ~) -= s, 3(s, ual) = ~(~(s, u), al) for each s in S, 
u in 11" and a I in l 1 . M is, by definition, the set {u [ ~(s 0 , u) is inF}. Let s be 
the i-th state in S and let M(s)= {a~[p >/O, 8(s0, a ~) = s}, M'(s) = 
{ bq I q >~ 0, ~(s, bq) in F}, W~ = M(s) M'(s) 53L k (1 ~< i ~< m, where m is 
the number of states in S). Then M c~ L k is the union of these regularly 
separable sets W, . I f  either M(s) or M'(s) is finite, then W, = M(s) M'(s) 53 L~ 
is finite and, consequently, regular. Suppose that both M(s) and M'(s) are 
infinite. Then there exist d~ , e I , d~, e~ such that d 1 > 0, e 1 >~ 0, d~ > 0, 
e 2 >~ O, {aalP+~lb a~q+~2 [ 0 <~ p, 0 <~ q} C M(s) M'(s). By the assumption, 
h )2 .  Hence we can select integers p0~0,  q0>/0, t >0  such that 
0 ~ dip o + e 1 ~ d2qo + e2 ~ k(dlPo -t- el), dlPo + tdld2 @ el > d2qo + e2, 
d~q o+ tdld 2 -[- e~ > k(dlp o + el). Let fbe  the functional binary transduction 
{(a~b q, aa~o+Dta~a2+~xba2q°+qta~a2+~:) l p >/O, q >/0}. It is easily shown that 
L~ ~fbt M(s) M'(s) 53L~ = W~ (via f ) .  
Let 7 be an fbt-degree such that 7 <fbt 7k. By Theorem 1, there exists 
a regular set M such that 21I n L~+~ is in 7. Let M 53 Le+ 1 be decomposed 
to regularly separable sets W~, W~ ,..., W~ (m >~ 1) by the above described 
method. I f  there exists W~ such that L~+~ ~<fb* Wi, then L~+~ ~lb* Wi ~<~bt 
M 53 L~+~ by Theorem 2. This contradicts 7 < 7~ • Hence all W~, W~ ,..., W,~ 
are regular. I f  all of them are empty, 7 = 7 ~ • If at least one of them is 
nonempty, 7 = 7reg • This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. There is no least fbt-degree in the set of all fbt-degrees of 
nonregular context-free languages. 
Corresponding to Corollary 3, the following problem arises naturally: 
Is there a greatest fbt-degree in the set of all fbt-degrees of context-free 
languages ? This problem is still open although the negative solution seems 
to be plausible. 
3. fbt-DEGREES HAVING NO GREATEST LOWER BOUND 
In the partially ordered set F of all fbt-degrees having the fbt-translatability 
as the partial ordering, any two fbt-degrees Yl, 73 have a least upper bound. 
In fact, ifL 1 , L 2 are languages in 71,73, respectively, andL 1 , L 2 are regularly 
separable (such languages L 1 , L~ always exist), then the fbt-degree ofL 1 u L2 
is the least upper bound of 71,72 • Hence the set F is an upper semitattice. 
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The purpose of this section is to prove that the set F is  not a lattice by showing 
two fbt-degrees of context-free languages that have no greatest lower bound. 
Let a, a', b, b', c, c' be different letters and let Z 1 , Z2, X,  Y be the context- 
free languages defined as follows: 
Z1 = {a~a '~ ]p >~ 1}, 
Z~ = {b~cqc'qb '~ ]p, q >/ 1}, 
x= U z~&z~, 
Y= U Zln~Z2Zln" 
m)n~l  
LEMMA 1. { a~a'q l 1 ~ p ~ q} ~fbt Y. 
Pro@ Let L 0={apa 'q[ 1 ~p<~q} and suppose that L o~<tbtY. Let 
= (a, a', e, e, e). Then for each h > 0 Lo/~(l*) = {(p, q) [ 1 ~ p ~ q} and 
Lo/a(lo c~ (N -  {0})2@ ~.  Hence by Theorem 3 there exist h o > 0 and 
fl = (xt , x2 , Yo , Yl , Y2) such that 
{(p, q) [ 0 ~< p ~< q} 
= Lo /~ a°) - (1, 1) 
= Y /~ 
= {(P, q) I 0 <~ p, 0 ~ q, yox~y~x~qy2 in Y}. 
From (i)YoY~Y2 in Y, (ii)yoxly~y2 not in Y, (iii)yox~y~x2y2 in Y, x~ and x 2 
cannot be e. From (iv) yoxl~ylx2~y2 in Y for each p ) 0, each of x I and xe 
must be a word of one of the following forms: (1) a*, (2) a'*, (3) b ~, (4) c *, 
(5) c", (6) b 't (t >~ 1 for (1)-(6)), (7) ulu2u~, where u 2 is in ZI*, u3u 1 is in Z1, 
u 1 @ ~. But a minute observation shows that for each x I , x 2 of the forms 
(1)-(7) the equality {(p, q) l 0 ~<p ~< q} = {(p, q ) [0  <p,  0 <~ q, yox~y~x~qy 2 
in Y} cannot hold true. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.1 Z~+IZ2 g~fbt ZlmZ2Zl+(m ~ 0). 
Proof. To simplify the description, we prove for the case m = 1 only. 
Let ~ = (a, a', a, a', b, c, c', b', c, E,..., c) (nine ds). Then, for each 
h > O, ZI~Z2/c~ (J ) = {(Pa, P l ,  P2, P2, P3, P4, P4, P~) l P1, P2, P~, P4 >~ 1} 
t For  each  language L ,  let L + denote  the  language L k )L  2 u L s k) ..-. For  each  
letter al, let at  + denote {al} +. 
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and Z12Z2/o~ (h) (~ (N - -  {0}) 8 : / :  ;3. Hence by Theorem 3 there exist h o > 0 
and fi = (Xl, x2 ,..., x8 , Yo , Yl .... , Ys) such that 
{(Pl, Pl, P2, P2, P3, P4, P4, P3) [Pl, P2, P3, P4 ) 0} 
- - -  z?&/~,  ('o) - (1, 1,..., 1) 
= Z lZ2Z l+/ ]~.  
By arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1, each x~(1 ~< i ~ 8) 
must be a word of the forms (1)-(7) mentioned there. But a minute observation 
shows that for each x,(1 ~<i <~ 8) of the forms (1)-(7), the equality 
{(Pl, P l ,  P2, P2, Pa, PC, P4, Pa) I P l ,  P2, Pa, P4 >~ 0} = Z1Z2Z,+/fi cannot 
hold true. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5. There exist two fbt-degrees of context-free languages that have 
no greatest lower bound with respect to the fbt-translatability relation. 
Proof. Let 71, Y2 be the fbt-degrees of X, Y respectively. They are 
fbt-degrees of context-free languages. We show that these two fbt-degrees 
have no greatest lower bound. Suppose that 7 is a greatest lower bound of 
71,72 • By 7 ~<fbt 71 and Theorem 1, there exists a regular set M such that 
M ~ X is in 7. Let ~/= (S, E1, so, 8, F) be a finite automaton accepting M. 
For each s, s' in S, let 
MI(s) = {u l 8(So, u) = s, u in (a+a'+)+}, 
M~(s, s') = {u L S(s, u) = s', u in b+c+c'+b'+}, 
M~(s') ~ {u [ 8(s', u) in F, u in (a+a'+)+}. 
Then M n X is the union of regularly separable sets Ml(s ) M2(s , s') Ma(s' ) 
X(s, s' in S). We now show that for each s, s' in S there exists an integer 
~rbt Z1 Z2Z1 . I f  m(s, s') >/0  such that Ml(s ) M2(s, s') Ma(s' ) ~ X '~(~'~') +
Ml(S ) M~(s, s') M3(s' ) ~ X = ;3 then this is evident. Suppose that 
Ml(s ) M2(s , s') Ma(s' ) N X @ ;3. We consider three cases. 
Case 1. There exists m 0 such that for all m > m o , Ml(s ) ~ ZI '~ = ;3. 
In this case, let re(s, s') = m o . Then 
M~(s) Mr(,, s') M~(s') m x 
= M~(s) M2(s, s') Ma(s') n (l<O<n Z~Z2Z~ )
m~m o 
~bt  (,J ZlmZ2Z~ (by Theorem 1) 
m <~ m o 
<~ ~,t z~° z2z~+ = z~(~'~') z2z~+. 
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Case 2. There exists n o such that for all n > no, Ma(s ' )n  Z I~= ~.  
In  this case, let m(s, s') = n o . Then 
M (s) M (s, s') M.(s') x 
U 
n <~ no 
~fl~t 0 ZI~Z~Z1 '~ (by Theorem 1) 
n~n o 
Case 3. Neither Case 1 nor Case 2 holds true. In this case there exist 
words ua, u 2 ,..., u m such that (1) each u~ is in Z1, (2) u 1 --" um is in Ml(s), 
(3) m ~> I S 1, where ] S I is the number of states in S. Then there exist g >/0, 
d2 > 0 such that g + d2 ~ m, 3(% , u 1 "- u~) = 8(% , u 1 ".  ugug+l ... uu+a~). 
Let d 1 = m -- d o(~>0), x 1 = u a "" ug, x 2 = ug+l "- ug+%, xa = ug+%+a "'" um . 
Then, ~ ' " dl+a2~ " " for each p >/O, x lx  2 x a is m 2vIl(s ) n Z[ . Similarly, there exist 
e 1 ~>0, e 2 >0,  z l ,  z 2, z a such that, for each q>/O,  zlz2qza is in 
Ma(s' ) n Z~+e2 q. By the assumption Ml(s  ) M2(s , s') Ma(s' ) C~ X :/: N, 
M2(s , s ' )n  Z 2 contains a word y. Let P0, q0, t be integers such that 
d 1 + d2p o <~ e I + e2qo, d~ + d2p o + d2e2t > e~ + e2q o . Let fbe  the functional 
binary transduction {(aPa '~, ~ ~o+e~tp . . . . .  qo+a~tq~ 1~2 " ~ay~a~2 ~a/] 1 ~<p, q}. It is easily 
shown that {a~a 'q I 1 <~ p <~ q} <~fbt Ml(s) M2(s, s') M~(s') c~ X (via f ) .  
Then, 
{ apa'q I i ~ p ~-~ q} ~fiot MI(S) M2(s, s') M~(s') t-5 X 
~<~bt M n X (by Theorem 2) 
~fbt Y (by 7 ~rbt 72). 
This contradicts Lemma I. Hence Case 3 is impossible. 
Thus we have shown that for each s, s' in S there exists an integer 
re(s, s') >~ 0 such that 2Ill(s ) M2(s , s') ma(s') n X <~fbt Z~(~'")ZzZff  . Let 
t = max{re(s, s ' ) l s  , s' in S}. Then for each s, s' in S, Z~(~'~')Z2Z1 + ~<fbt 
ZltZ2Z1 +. Therefore, by Theorem 2, M r3 X ~fbt ZltZ2Z1 +. By directly 
constructing functional binary transductions we can show Z~+aZ2 ~fbt X 
and Z~+IZ2 ~<fbt Y. Hence the fbt-degree of Z~+IZ2 is a lower bound of 
) '1,72- Since the fbt-degree of M~ X is the greatest lower bound, 
Z~+IZ2 ~fbt M O X ~fbt ZltZ2Z1 +. This contradicts Lemma 2. Hence 
~1, ~'2 have no greatest lower bound. This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 4. The fbt-translatability relation in the set of all fbt-degrees 
of context-free languages is not a lattice. 
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